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India is an attractive emerging market destination for foreign 

portfolio investors: PwC 
 

 67% respondents see India as preferred emerging markets destination 

 73% of investors prefer direct access to the Indian market over P-notes 

 63% of investors believe that capital gains tax in India are satisfactory 

 55% % of the investors wish that the tax returns should be simpler 
 

Mumbai: Foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) worldwide believe that India is an 
attractive investment destination among emerging markets with a favourable trade 
and settlement cycle, moderate tax rates and adequate investment limits. Among 
others, these are some of the key findings of the PwC’s Foreign Portfolio 
Investor Survey 2016-17 – India Moving in the right direction. 
 
The optimism towards investing in India is evident from portfolio investments in 
debt and equity in the country. FPIs have being net buyers in the Indian stock market 
in FY 2016-17 and investments till July 2016 this year have been 29,918 crore INR. 
 
Gautam Mehra, Leader – Tax and Regulatory, PwC India said, “One of the 
key takeaways from the Survey is that investor opinion about the Indian tax and 
regulatory environment is slowly moving in a favourable direction. The government 
has given a thrust to the establishment of a long-term, stable, predictable and non-
adversarial tax regime to improve the ease of doing business in India. All these 
factors will benefit the climate for investing into India.” 
 
Suresh Swamy, Partner – Tax and Regulatory, PwC India said, “FPIs have 
appreciated the proactive approach adopted by the Government last year. They have 
also given a clear indication on areas they will like more clarity on. We hope this 
report will trigger meaningful conversations between all stakeholders.” 
 
The survey, which gathered views from over 200 participants from across the globe, 
indicates that investors were satisfied with the tax rates on capital gains, 
outcomes of the Minimum Alternate Tax (MAT) issue and tax audits, the regulator’s 
response to queries and the trade and settlement process. However, areas that 
need attention are GAAR, offshore transfer, safe harbour provisions and the India-
Mauritius tax treaty. 
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Some Key highlights of the report are: 
 

 Investors prefer to invest directly as against investing through P-notes 
Investors’ displayed a preference for engaging directly with the Indian market 
rather than through overseas derivative instruments (ODIs), also commonly 
referred to as P-notes. Among the respondents, with definitive answers, 73% 
indicated that they would prefer direct access to the Indian market over ODIs. 

 

 Investors are happy with the regulator’s responsiveness and India’s 
trade and settlement process 
Approximately two out of three respondents rated the regulator’s responsiveness 
and India’s current trade and settlement process as either good or great. India 
follows a T+2 rolling settlement cycle for non-government securities and T+1 for 
government securities.  

 

 Investors feel cost of trading is moderate but it can be decreased 
further 
About 55% of the respondents were found to believe that the cost of trading in 
India is either moderate or low as compared to that in other emerging markets, 
whereas 45% indicated that the cost of trading in India is high. In India, the cost 
of trading includes several levies like brokerage, service tax, stamp duty, STT, 
SEBI turnover fees, exchange transaction fees and custody fees. Though these 
costs might seem small on first glance, they can have a major impact on 
investment portfolios, which churn frequently. These costs, coupled with high tax, 
administrative and compliance costs and hedging costs, result in the cost moving 
upwards.  

 

 Investors believe tax rates on capital gains are satisfactory 
Investors are satisfied with the tax currently levied on capital gains. Around two 
out of three respondents felt that tax rates on capital gains were moderate or 
low. This makes overall tax rates in India attractive to foreign investors. About 
57% believed that the government was making significant efforts to improve the 
country’s tax regime. 

 

 Clarity required on GAAR and Offshore transfer provisions: 
Investors were concerned about the impact of GAAR on the Indian tax law. 
Around 78% of the tax managers and 42% of the portfolio managers were 
concerned about the impact of GAAR on the Indian tax law. These results 
suggest that the Government should provide further clarity with respect to GAAR 
provisions. Also, there is a need to rationalise offshore transfer provisions, 
especially for India-focused funds, as these funds are at a tax disadvantage 
compared to global funds.  
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About PwC 
 
At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society and solve important problems. We’re a 
network of firms in 157 countries with more than 208,000 people who are committed to 
delivering quality in assurance, advisory and tax services. Find out more and tell us what 
matters to you by visiting us at www.pwc.com. 
 
In India, PwC has offices in these cities: Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi NCR, 
Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai and Pune. For more information about PwC India's service 
offerings, visit www.pwc.com/in  
 
PwC refers to the PwC International network and/or one or more of its member firms, each of 
which is a separate, independent and distinct legal entity in separate lines of service. Please 
see www.pwc.com/structure for further details. 
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